Background: The usual kappa statistic requires that all observations be enumerated. However, in free-response assessments, only positive (or abnormal) findings are notified, but negative (or normal) findings are not. This situation occurs frequently in imaging or other diagnostic studies. We propose here a kappa statistic that is suitable for free-response assessments. Method: We derived the equivalent of Cohen's kappa statistic for two raters under the assumption that the number of possible findings for any given patient is very large, as well as a formula for sampling variance that is applicable to independent observations (for clustered observations, a bootstrap procedure is proposed). The proposed statistic was applied to a real-life dataset, and compared with the common practice of collapsing observations within a finite number of regions of interest. Results: The free-response kappa is computed from the total numbers of discordant (b and c) and concordant positive (d) observations made in all patients, as 2d/(b + c + 2d). In 84 full-body magnetic resonance imaging procedures in children that were evaluated by 2 independent raters, the free-response kappa statistic was 0.820. Aggregation of results within regions of interest resulted in overestimation of agreement beyond chance. Conclusions: The free-response kappa provides an estimate of agreement beyond chance in situations where only positive findings are reported by raters.
Background
Good agreement between raters is a desirable property of any diagnostic method. Agreement is usually assessed by the kappa statistic [1] , which quantifies by how much the observed agreement between raters exceeds agreement due to chance alone. The assessment of the kappa statistic requires the numbers of evaluations, both positive (or abnormal) and negative (or normal), to be known for all raters. This is not the case when raters report only positive findings and do not notify the number of negative findings. This situation can be referred to as the free-response paradigm [2] . It is a common situation in imaging procedures, where raters typically report positive findings, but do not list all negative observations for a given patient.
To date, the methods used to estimate the agreement corrected for chance of free-response assessments have all required a simplification of the data, so as to make negative findings explicit. One possibility is to analyze the data at the level of a patient, by rating a patient "positive" if at least one lesion is detected, but this causes an important loss of information. Another approach is to split the radiograph into regions of interest. Each region of interest is then assessed by all raters. Since negative ratings are explicitly notified, the number of regions of interest rated as negative by all raters is known and the standard kappa statistic can be computed. This approach reduces the loss of information compared with a single dichotomous rating per patient, but the regions of interest must be small and numerous enough to preserve clinical relevance. For instance, in a diagnostic study, Mohamed et al [3] defined 68 regions of interest per patient. Generally, constraining a freeresponse paradigm to a finite number of ratings (patientlevel or region-level) causes a loss of information and may lead to overestimation of the agreement, because disagreements below the selected level of granularity are ignored.
The objective of the present paper is to propose a kappa statistic for free-response dichotomous ratings that does not require the definition of regions of interest or any other simplification of the observed data. This kappa statistic also takes into account within-patient clustering [4] [5] [6] of multiple observations made for the same patient.
Methods

Derivation of the free-response kappa
For two raters, the usual kappa statistic is (P o -P e )/(1-P e ) where P o is the proportion of observed concordant ratings and P e is the expected proportion of concordant ratings due to chance alone. When the rating is dichotomous, data can be summarized in a 2 × 2 table. Let us denote by a the number of findings that are rated as negative by both raters, b and c the numbers of findings rated as positive by one rater but negative by the other, and d the number of findings rated as positive by both raters. There are therefore a + d concordant pairs of ratings and b + c discordant pairs among N pairs of observations. Assuming that observations are mutually independent, P o is estimated by (a + d)/N and P e by [(a + c) (a + b) + (c + d) (b + d)]/N 2 . Then, the kappa statistic (in this case, Cohen's kappa) is given by:
When patients can contribute more than one observation, data are clustered. Yang et al [7] proposed a kappa statistic obtained from the usual formula (P o -P e )/(1-P e ) where P o is a weighted average of the proportions of agreement over clusters (patients) and P e is obtained from weighted averages of marginal proportions of ratings of each rater. With this approach, the kappa for clustered data has the same estimate as when clustering is ignored. Therefore the basic 2 × 2 table is also appropriate for the estimation of agreement for clustered data.
For free-response assessments, each rater reports only positive findings and the number a is unknown. It would be wrong to replace a by 0, as if the raters had not agreed on any negative observation; both the observed agreement and kappa would be underestimated. It would also be incorrect to simply replace a by the number of patients without any positive finding, because several potential lesion sites exist in each patient. Typically, a can be assumed to be high in imaging examinations, because each output displays a large number of anatomical or functional structures or substructures, each potentially positive or negative. Therefore, the number of positive findings in a given patient is usually small in comparison with the potential number of abnormalities that might occur.
We propose here a kappa statistic that describes Cohen's kappa as a approaches infinity. The partial derivative of the kappa statistic defined in Eq. (1) with respect to a is:
This partial derivative is positive, therefore the kappa statistic increases monotonously with a. Moreover this derivative has a null limit as a approaches infinity, which implies that the kappa statistic has a finite limit as a approaches infinity. We call this limit the free-response kappa (K FR ). Per Eq. (1), K FR is the ratio of two functions of a, f (a) = 2 (adbc) and g (a) = (b + c)(a + b + c + d) + 2 (ad-bc), both of which approach infinity as a approaches infinity, so that their ratio is indeterminate. By L'Hôpital rule, K FR equals the limit of the ratio of the partial derivatives of f (a) and g (a) as a approaches infinity, which turns out to be
Properties of free-response kappa K FR has several interesting properties. It does not depend on a, but only on the positive observations b, c, and d.
Therefore the uncertainty about a does not preclude the estimation of agreement beyond chance if the number of negative findings can be considered very large. When interpreting K FR , it is helpful to consider the numbers of ratings made by each rater individually. The first rater made c + d positive observations, and the second rater made b + d positive observations. Therefore the denominator b + c + 2d is the total number of positive individual observations made by the 2 raters, 2d is the number of positive observations made by either rater that were confirmed by the other, and b + c is the number of positive observations made by either rater that were not confirmed by the other. K FR is thus the proportion of confirmed positive individual observations among all positive individual observations. A K FR statistic of 0.5 means that half of the positive findings were confirmed by the other rater, which may be considered average, whereas 0.8 might be considered very good. This is in line with published interpretation guidelines for Cohen's kappa [8] .
When the data are clustered, K FR can be obtained directly by collapsing the 2 × 2 tables of all clusters into a single 2 × 2 table and applying Eq. (2). The pooled K FR is a weighted average of individual free-response kappa statistics of patients with at least one positive observation (each patient is indexed by k):
where each weight ν k represents the proportion of positive ratings in patient k among all positive ratings:
It follows that patients without any detected lesions do not contribute to the estimate of K FR ; their weight is zero. Therefore patient-level clustering does not need to be taken into account to compute K FR , and patients without positive finding can be ignored.
Of note, the equation for K FR corresponds to the proportion of specific (positive) agreement as described by Fleiss [9] . While the equation is identical, the purpose and interpretation are different. For Fleiss, specific positive agreement (and also specific negative agreement) is a complementary statistic that enhances the interpretation of overall agreement. The omission of double negative observations is an a priori decision. Importantly, Fleiss is interested in observed agreement, not in agreement corrected for chance. Finally, Fleiss does not address the free-response context.
Variance of the free-response kappa
Because K FR is bound by 0 and 1, we first normalized the estimator by taking the logit of K FR , i.e. ln (K FR /(1-K FR )). The variance of the estimated logit (K FR ), obtained by the delta method (Appendix 1) is:
Thus a confidence interval can be obtained for logit (K FR ), and the lower and upper confidence bounds backtransformed to the original scale.
An alternative approach is to make use of the direct relationship between K FR and the proportion of congruent pairs of observations among all available observations, p = d/(b + c + d). It is easily shown that K FR = 2p/(1 + p). Therefore a 95% confidence interval can be obtained for p, using any available method for binomial proportions including exact methods, and the confidence bounds can be then back-transformed to the K FR scale.
We have simulated the performance of three confidence interval methods for independent observations at K FR values of 0.3, 0.5, 0.7, and 0.9, and for sample sizes (N = b + c + d) of 20, 50, 100, and 200. For each condition we generated 50'000 random samples from a binomial distribution with parameters N and p, where p was defined by K FR /(2-K FR ), which is the inverse of the equation K FR = 2p/(1 + p). For each sample we computed a 95% confidence interval using Eq. (3) for the logit of K FR , and also using 2 methods for the binomial parameter p that are appropriate for small samples in which asymptotic estimation methods may yield incorrect results: the Agresti-Coull method [10] , and the ClopperPearson method [11] . For each situation we report the mean simulated value of K FR , the proportion of confidence intervals that include the true value, and the mean width of the confidence intervals.
All three methods performed well (Table 1) . Confidence intervals based on Eq. (3) had a lowered coverage (0.932) when the sample size and K FR were both small. This is because in this case 2% of the samples were degenerate (d = 0 or d = N), and Eq. (3) could not be applied (if we had excluded these samples the coverage would have been 0.951). The Clopper-Pearson method produced the highest levels of coverage, but this was at the expense of unnecessarily wide confidence intervals. Confidence intervals were narrower for Eq. (3) and for the Agresti-Coull method.
Of note, the mean values of observed K FR were slightly below the parameter values, especially at low sample sizes. This is because we simulated with a fixed parameter p, and K FR = 2p/(1 + p) is a concave function. By Jensen's inequality, the expectation of a concave function of p (i.e., the mean observed K FR ) will be then less than the function of the expectation of p (i.e., the K FR that corresponds to the parameter p).
To be valid, these estimation methods require observations to be mutually independent. This may apply in some circumstances: e.g., if a paired screening test is applied to a large population, and only those with at least one positive result are referred for further investigation. But for most imaging procedures data are naturally clustered within patients. Then the proposed asymptotic variance of K FR would be biased. In presence of clustering, a bootstrap procedure can be used to obtain a confidence interval (see Appendix 2).
Results: case study
A recent study [12] examined the inter-rater agreement for a specific Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) sequence among 84 children who underwent a full body MRI for any reason at a large public hospital. Two radiologists, blinded to each other's assessments, reported all lesions they identified in each patient. A third radiologist linked these independent readings and identified all unique lesions, and therefore concordant and discordant diagnoses. In total 249 distinct lesions were identified in 58 children (the other 26 had a normal MRI); 76 were discordant and 173 concordant (Table 2) .
If we assumed that no double negative ratings existed the kappa statistic would be−0.129 (95% confidence interval (95% CI),−0.208,−0.058; all confidence intervals were obtained using the bootstrap procedure described in Appendix 2); the observed agreement would be lower than what would be expected from chance. What would be a reasonable estimate for a? The highest number of detected lesions was 17 for one patient, which indicates that the potential number of lesion sites per patient was at least 17. Therefore, a patient with no lesions should count for at least 17 double negative ratings. In this case the total number of sites evaluated would be 84×17 = 1428 and, by subtraction, a would be 1179 and the kappa statistic 0.789 (95% CI: 0.696-0.868), well above−0.129. However, 95 distinct lesion sites were identified in the sample. If the potential number of lesion sites per patient was 95, the total number of sites would be 7980, a would be 7731, and the kappa statistic 0.815 (0.731, 0.884). But the universe of possible lesions can be assumed to be larger than the few observed in this sample. Figure 1 (solid line) shows the kappa statistics when a ranges from 17 to 200 per patient; the horizontal line corresponds to the freeresponse kappa of 0.820 (0.737, 0.888). This example shows that kappa is underestimated when potentially unlimited negative ratings are ignored or undercounted.
The effect of aggregating the ratings over regions of interest goes in the opposite direction (Fig. 1, circles) . A region of interest can be defined by a patient (in which case the presence of any lesion renders the patient "positive"), but more often by an arbitrary division of space, or by a specific anatomical structure. We consider here 3 levels of granularity: the patient level (1 region of interest), an intermediate level where lesions are grouped according to an anatomical typology (9 regions of interest; for example: long bones, joints, soft tissues…) and the original level of the ratings (95 regions of interest; for example: left femoral bone, joint effusion of the right knee, retroperitoneal mass…). Table 3 shows the corresponding 2 × 2 tables. Each simulation based on 50′000 replicates a Logit delta method not applicable. These simulations were treated as cases of non-coverage, and were not used for computation of the width of the confidence interval for this method
At the patient level, of 84 mutually independent ratings, 81 are concordant (55 patients for whom each rater found at least one abnormality, and 26 double negatives), and 3 discordant (patients for whom one rater found a lesion and the other found none). In this case the kappa statistic is 0.919 (0.816, 1.00). At the intermediate level ( 
Discussion
Situations in which only positive findings are explicit are frequent in imaging procedures. Images can cover large areas or even the whole body, and identify multiple abnormalities, such as metastases, plaques in multiple sclerosis, or stenoses along the coronary system. In many cases the universe of possible findings (abnormalities or lesions) is very large and cannot be enumerated. The lack of a specific number of double-negative observations precludes the use of the classic formulation of the kappa statistic.
In this paper, we propose a variant of the kappa statistic that relies on the properties of the classic kappa statistic when the number of negative ratings can be considered large. In that case, agreement does not depend on the unknown data and can be estimated from positive findings only. This free-response kappa corresponds to the proportion of all confirmed individual positive ratings (2d) among all positive individual ratings (b + c + 2d). Unlike simplifications that circumvent the free-response paradigm, the free-response kappa statistic only uses the available data at the level at which ratings -and specifically, the decisions about what constitutes agreement or disagreement -were made. It requires neither an enumeration of all possible lesion sites, nor a reduction of the data by defining regions of interest. On the contrary, for the free-response kappa, the more precise the ratings are, the more they conform to the assumption a non-finite universe of lesions.
The validity of the free-response kappa relies upon an accurate definition of concordant and discordant findings. This is true for any agreement study, but for Cohen's kappa, e.g. when regions of interest are defined, pairing is straightforward because it follows the definition of the regions or objects of study. The freeresponse paradigm requires that observations from 2 raters be classified as concordant or discordant. This must be planned carefully when designing the study and defining the rating procedures. Typically, such a study is done in two steps: first, 2 independent raters assess the images, and then a third independent rater identifies concordant pairs. Therefore the concordance of the 2 descriptions is determined by a human observer, who may be prone to error. For this reason the descriptive system used by the raters should be as detailed as required for clinical management, and fully standardized to facilitate the decisions regarding agreement.
Assumption of infinity
The notion of an infinite number of potential lesions may appear excessive or unrealistic. However, when one considers the number of anatomical structures in the human body, multiplied by the number of study participants, this is not far fetched. Furthermore, once the possible number of double negative observations in the study (i.e., in all participants) exceeds a few thousand, K FR has reached its asymptote and does not change meaningfully if this number is further increased. Nevertheless K FR can be considered as an upper bound on agreement corrected for chance.
The requirement of a large number of potential lesions is not fulfilled in all imaging studies. If one is interested in measuring agreement on the chest X-ray performed to rule out iatrogenic pneumothorax after a central venous catheter insertion, there is one diagnosis and only a few radiologic signs to consider. In this case, the number of clinically relevant normal findings is limited and the freeresponse kappa would not be appropriate. Then, and more generally when it is reasonable to specify the number X of potential abnormalities that can be identified, it is reasonable to use X to infer the number of double negatives, as a = X-b-c-d, and to obtain the standard kappa statistic.
Clustering of observations
For most imaging procedures, each patient can contribute several positive findings, and data are naturally clustered within patients. Clustering does not influence the computation of the free-response kappa, but must be taken into account for the computation of the standard error. Importantly, the global free-response kappa is a weighted average of within-cluster kappa statistics, with weights proportional to b k + c k + 2d k , the total number of positive ratings in a cluster (ignoring pairing). This decomposition holds for any partition of the data and could be done for any covariate, e.g., to compare agreement beyond chance in obese versus non-obese patients, or for skeletal lesions versus lesions in soft tissues.
When observations are independent, confidence intervals can be computed using several methods, compared in Table 1 . For clustered data, a common situation in radiology, we propose a bootstrap-based approach. We sampled patients (with replacement), and used all observations from any selected patient [13, 14] . We reasoned that this represented best the role of sampling variability in imaging studies: a patient is a "random" factor, but a lesion within a patient is not. Nevertheless, alternative methods for the estimation of K FR should be explored in future studies. Future developments should also address the generalization of free-response kappa to multiple raters, and to ordinal ratings.
Conclusions
We have proposed a kappa statistic that is appropriate for free-response assessments, and discussed its properties. This statistic may be particularly useful for imaging studies.
Appendix 1
Variance of the free-response kappa K FR for independent data
The logit of the free-response kappa statistic is function of the number of discordant pairs of ratings, denoted by x = b + c, and of the number of concordant pairs of ratings, d:
The variance of a function of random variables can be approximated using a first-order Taylor expansion [15] : 
